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ABSTRACT: Triple-decker complex of tungsten [(Cp*W)2{µ-
η6:η6-B4H4Co2(CO)5}(H)2], 1 (Cp* = η5-C5Me5) with a planar 
middle-deck has been isolated by the thermolysis of an in situ 
formed intermediate from the reaction of Cp*WCl4 and LiBH4, 
with Co2(CO)8. In addition, we have also isolated another 
triple-decker complex [(Cp*W)2{µ-η6:η6-B5H5Fe(CO)3}(H)2], 4 
having a puckered central ring, from a similar reaction with 
Fe2(CO)9. Clusters 1 and 4 are unprecedented examples of 
triple-decker complex having 24-valence electron with 
bridging hydrogens. Density-functional theory (DFT) 
calculations account for their stability and structural 
variation. 

Ferrocene1 was a landmark discovery in the field of organo-
metallic chemistry. Ever since, the quest for new sandwich 
complexes has been an integral part of this field which in turn 
resulted in the systematic growth of many multiple-decker 
complexes of various transition metals with different ring 
systems.2-4 Triple-decker complexes are one of the major con-
stituents among them, where two metals are sandwiched be-
tween three rings.5-7 Although the first triple-decker complex, 
(Ni2Cp3)+ (Cp = η5-C5H5) was identified by Werner and Slazer 
in 1972,8 the first air stable and neutral triple-decker, 
[(CoCp)2RC2B3H4] (R = H/Me) was reported by Grimes.9 In 
addition to the geometrical relevance, sandwich complexes 
are also known for their unique physical properties, for exam-
ple, ferrocene and its derivatives. They have been employed in 
many catalytic reactions, electrochemistry, medicine and even 
as a fuel additive.10,11 Multiple-decker complexes also exhibit 
distinctive magnetic and electrical properties and are consid-
ered as potential materials in molecular electronics.12,13 

 Besides the well-developed homoleptic triple-decker com-
plexes, many examples of heteroleptic sandwich triple-
deckers are known, where different ring systems are pre-
sent.5-7 Among them, planar middle ring comprising single 
elements such as boron, phosphorus, arsenic etc.14 received 
significant notice. The first structurally characterized com-
pound containing planar boron ring is [(Cp*Re)2{µ-η6:η6-
B6H4Cl2}],15 in which a {B6H4Cl2} ring makes a perfect planar 
hexagon. In addition, a few other triple-decker complexes with 
borane/heteroborane middle-deck have been synthesized and 
structurally characterized (Chart 1).16-20 The heteroatoms 
typically range from transition metals to other main group 
elements or sometimes it can be the combination of both. 
Although transition metal incorporated rings are highly 
desirable, they are rare.17-20 Thus, the synthesis of such type 
complexes became of interest.  

Chart 1. Triple-decker complexes comprising boron in 
planar middle deck  

 The synthesis of most of the triple-decker consisting a pla-
nar or puckered heteroborane central ring was accomplished 
by ring closure reactions of reactive metallaborane/ metal-
laheteroborane species.  

Scheme 1. Syntheses of 1, 2, and 3 
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Note that during our search for triple-decker complexes, we 
have isolated and structurally characterized few such com-
plexes of molybdenum. For example, [(Cp*Mo)2{μ-η6:η6-
B3H3TeCo2(CO)5}]18 and [(Cp*Mo)2{μ-η6:η6-B4H4ERu(CO)3}] (E 
= S, Se or Te)20 with a planar middle-deck and [(Cp*Mo)2{μ-
η6:η6-B4H4Ru2(CO)6}]19 containing a puckered ring. 

 These results prompted us to investigate similar chemistry 
with tungsten. As a result, we have carried out the thermolysis 
of an in situ formed intermediate from the reaction of Cp*WCl4 
and LiBH4, with Co2(CO)8 that yielded brown 1 in 12% yield. 
The ESI-Mass spectrum of 1 indicated a molecular ion peak at 
m/z 859.1361. Two boron resonances at δ = 91.8 and 48.6 
ppm were observed in 11B{1H} NMR. The 1H NMR spectrum 
reveals the presence of two Cp* ligands at δ = 2.19 and 2.04 
ppm. Besides the signals due to two B-H terminal protons, the 
1H NMR also shows an upfield chemical shift at δ = -10.47 ppm 
which may be owing to the presence of bridging W-H-B 
protons. The presence of CO ligands was confirmed by IR 
spectroscopy. 

 A single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis was performed on 
a suitable crystal obtained from a solution of 1 in hexane and 
CH2Cl2 solution at -2 °C for an unambiguous structural 
characterization. The solid state X-ray structure of 1 showed a 
ditungsten triple-decker sandwich complex where the 
hexagonal planar [B4H4Co2(CO)5] middle-deck (sum of inter-
nal angles 719.84°) is sandwiched between two {Cp*W} 
fragments (Figure 1). The orientation of four terminal CO 
ligands of the Co2(CO)5 fragment is in an eclipsed fashion 
which causes the bent of the Cp* ligands and resulted the 
deviation of co-planarity of the three rings. In addition, the 
bridging CO ligand is inclined more towards one of the 
tungsten atoms. The W-W bond length of 2.790 Å is slightly 
shorter in comparison with other ditungstaboranes indicating 
a strong cross cluster bonding.21-22 The core geometry of 1 is 
analogues to that of [(Cp*Re)2{μ-η6:η6-B4H4Co2(CO)5}] report-
ed by Fehlner.17 

 

Figure 1. Molecular structure and labeling diagram for 1. 
Bridging hydrogens are not located and the (-CO) is not 
shown for clarity. Selected bond lengths (Å): W1-W2 2.790, 
W1-Co1 2.6869(6), W2-B1 2.189(5), Co1-Co1’ 2.5154(12), 
Co1-B2 2.125(5), B1-B2 1.708(7).  

 The presence of two bridging hydrogens in 1 was identified 
by 1H NMR. However, they couldn‘t be located 
crystallographically. Hence to confirm their presence and 
position, the 11B{1H}-1H HSQC experiment was performed that 
established a correlation between the bridging hydrogen and 
the boron resonance observed at δ = 48.6 ppm. Also, the 11B 
NMR spectrum shows a lesser coupling constant (JB-H = 131 
Hz) for this peak as compared to the peak at δ = 91.8 ppm (JB-H 

= 155 Hz). This spectroscopic data goes hand in hand with the 
theoretically calculated structure having two μ3-H connected 
to W-B-Co face, shown in Scheme 1 and Figure S31. The two 
bridging hydrogens are connected to one of the metals in 1, 
making their environment entirely different. The difference is 
also seen in the variation in natural charge around the metals 
from natural population analysis (Table S4). Thus, cluster 1 is 
a 24-ve triple-decker complex with formula [(Cp*W)2{µ-η6:η6-
B4H4Co2(CO)5}(H)2]. Hence, 1 can be identified as an 
unprecedented example of triple-decker complex comprising 
bridging hydrogens. In parallel, the geometry of 1 can also be 
viewed as an oblatocloso-hexagonal bipyramid with 6 sep, 
which is in agreement with (n-2) sep for such structural type, 
similar to that of reported triple-decker complexes.17-20 

 In addition to the formation of 1, the reaction also generated 
compounds 2 and 3 in 11% and 14% yields (Schemes 1 and 
S1). The 11B{1H} NMR spectrum of 2 shows four peaks at δ = 
72.5, 53.8, 45.4 and 24.2 ppm. The 1H NMR spectrum reveals 
the existence of one type of Cp* ligand and two types of 
bridging hydrogen. The mass spectrometric data confirms the 
composition as C25H37B4O5W2Co. The solid-state X-ray 
structural characterization along with the spectroscopic 
details establishes cluster 2 as trimetallic cluster, [(Cp*W)2(μ-
H)2(μ3-H)B4H4Co(CO)3] (Figures S2 and S32). The core struc-
ture of 2 is analogous to the reported molybdaborane species, 
[(Cp*Mo)2B4H4W(CO)4(μ-H)2(μ3-H)2], [(Cp*Mo)2B4H4W(CO)5 

(μ-H)2]21 and tungstaboranes, [(Cp*W)2 B4H8M(CO)4], (M = Cr, 
Mo and W).22 The 6-sep cluster 2 can be considered as an ob-
latonido species obtained from an 8-vertex oblatocloso hexag-
onal bipyramid. Alternatively, it can also be viewed as a trigo-
nal bipyramidal geometry with central [W2B3] unit, capped by 
[Co(CO)3] and {BH3} fragments at [W2B] triangular faces. 
Compound 3 was also characterized by various NMR 
spectroscopic as well as by single-crystal X-ray diffraction 
technique that confirm it as heterometallic semi-interstitial 
boride (Figure S3). Note that due to low yields and higher 
sensitivity, the elemental analysis of the compounds couldnt 
be performed. The melting points of all the compounds show 
temperature above 300 ᵒC (see supporting information, gen-
eral procedures and instrumentation). 

 Although we do not have any clear evidence for the for-
mation of complexes 1 and 2, it seems that they have been 
generated from the sequential metal carbonyl addition to 
tungstaborane intermediate, [(Cp*W)2B4H10],23 I (Scheme S2). 
Further, we believe that the cobalt tetracarbonyl hydride, 
[Co(CO)4H] might be one of the byproducts in the reaction, 
which could not be identified due to its unstable and volatile 
nature.  

 The existence of 1 and earlier reported triple-decker 
[(Cp*Re)2{μ-η6:η6-B4H4Co2(CO)5}], (vide infra) apparently sug-
gest that a combination of heavier transition metal with ap-
propriate first row metal carbonyl fragments can lead to the 
synthesis of planar triple-decker species. Thus, with an objec-
tive to synthesize complex analogous to 1 by introducing 
Fe2(CO)6 fragment in the middle-deck, we have carried out the 
similar reaction with Fe2(CO)9. The reaction yielded unstable 
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yellow compound 4 in poor yield (Scheme S3). The 11B{1H} 
NMR spectrum showed three broad signals at δ = 85.2, 78.8 
and 38.4 ppm. The 1H NMR spectrum displayed two Cp* peaks 
(at δ = 2.27 and 2.04 ppm) along with a highly shielded upfield 
resonance at δ = -10.60 ppm which may be due to the 
presence of W-H-B protons. The IR spectroscopy confirmed 
the existence of carbonyl ligands. The ESI-Mass spectrum 
analysis of 4 indicated a molecular ion peak at m/z 840.1720. 

 To determine the structure of 4, a single crystal X-ray dif-
fraction was performed. Though, the solid-state structure of 4 
derived as triple-decker with [(Cp*W)2{µ-η6:η6-B5H5Fe(CO)3}] 
core, the middle-deck shows a puckered ring with a mean 
deviation of 0.1065 Å (Figure S5) and sum of internal angle of 
712.20°. As shown in Figure 2, the puckered middle-deck is 
sandwiched between two {Cp*W} fragments and contains one 
Fe(CO)3 fragment. The molecular structure shows that the 
presence of three CO ligands at Fe might be the reason behind 
the bending of Cp* ligands in a disrotatory fashion. The W-W 
bond length of 2.8121(4) Å is slightly longer than 1, while the 
average B-B bond distance of 1.72 Å is comparable to other 
tungstaboranes.21-22  

 

Figure 2. Molecular structure and labeling diagram for 4. 
Bridging hydrogens are not located. Bond distances (Å): W1-
W2 2.8121(4), W1-Fe1 2.8594(10), B5-Fe1 2.278(10), B1-B2 
1.717(13). 

 The bridging hydrogens in 4 could not be located by X-ray 
crystallography and unfortunately, a solution state NMR 
studies using 11B-1H HSQC could not be performed due the 
poor yield and the sensitive nature of 4. Nonetheless, a 
detailed DFT study enabled us to predict the plausible 
position of the bridging hydrogens. Although the geometry of 
4' (Cp analogues of 4) optimized with two bridging hydrogens 
shows good agreement of the calculated and experimental 11B 
NMR chemical shift values (Figure S33 and Table S2), it 
doesn't support the existence of single bridging proton in the 
1H NMR spectrum. All of our attempts to optimize more sym-
metric structures were not successful. This discrepancy might 
be a possible indication of fluxionality of the bridging 
hydrogens present in molecule at solution phase. 

 The presence of bridging hydrogen in a closed triple-decker 
structure is very unusual. Indeed, among all the metallabo-
rane/ metallaheteroborane based triple-decker complexes 

reported by Fehlner, us and others (Table S5), 1 and 4 are the 
only examples with bridging hydrogen. As a result, a detailed 
electronic structure analysis was performed to get an insight 
about the structure and bonding of 1 and 4. We compared the 
structures of 24-ve 1′ and 4′ (Cp analogues of 1 and 4) with 
the corresponding hypothetical 22-ve complexes II and III 
without bridging hydrogens. The structure of II is optimized 
with large imaginary frequency with slight distortion in the 
middle ring indicating non-existence of such molecule (Figure 
S34). On the other hand, although III was optimized without 
any negative frequency, the molecular orbital analysis sug-
gests an unstable system with the HOMO-LUMO gap of 0.70 
eV. Hence, the presence of two bridging hydrogens stabilizes 
the molecules to a larger extent (Table S3) and the HOMO-
LUMO energy gap increases significantly for 1′ and 4′. Another 
point to note is that, even after having same valence electrons 
of 24, complexes 1 and 4 adopt planar and puckered ring 
structure respectively. In principle, the puckering of the 
central ring in triple-decker complexes is correlated with the 
orbital interaction of the metal with the ring.14b Thus, we 
believe this might be the case for 4 where the middle-deck has 
to undergo ring distortion to match the energies and 
symmetries of their orbitals with the metal fragment orbitals 
to get a better overlap.19 

 In spite of having different core structures for 1′ and 4′, the 
frontier molecular orbitals and their energy differences 
(ELUMO-HOMO) are quite similar (Figure S29). The HOMOs of 
them show W-W σ-bonding, while the LUMOs represent the 
W-W δ-bonding. Additionally, a larger HOMO-LUMO gap of 
~3.25 eV for 1′ and 4′ is in accord with other stable 24-ve 
species.17-20 Comparison of molecular orbitals of 1′ with 
[(CpRe)2{μ-η6:η6-B4H4Co2(CO)5}], IV represents a different 
bonding scenario. Although the LUMO of IV is comparatively 
similar to that of 1′, the HOMO of IV shows the bonding inter-
action of Co2(CO)5 fragment with Re and adjacent boron atoms 
(Figure S30). Instead, the Re-Re σ-bonding interaction is visi-
ble at a more stabilized HOMO-3 and HOMO-4 orbitals. The M-
M σ-antibonding orbital stay higher and unoccupied at 
LUMO+3 for both 1′ and IV and at LUMO+6 for 4′ that indicate 
a strong M-M interaction (Figures S29 and S30). A higher Wi-
berg bond index of 0.76 and 0.70 for M-M bond in 1′ and 4′ 
respectively also suggest a stronger interaction, which is con-
sistent with a single bond order. Indeed, the presence of short 
M-M bond in these molecules is the major factor for stabilizing 
the structure in a lower valence electron count of 24.20 

 In summary, this work described the isolation and structural 
characterization of multi-metallic 24-ve triple-decker 
sandwich complexes of tungsten having a planar or a 
puckered middle-deck. They are novel examples of triple-
deckers bearing bridging hydrogens. Theoretical studies 
indicate higher stabilization of the complexes due to the 
presence of two bridging hydrogens. Interestingly, the 
molecular orbital analysis further shows a similar bonding 
situation and thermodynamic stability for both the complexes 
in spite of their structural difference. 
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Two new 24-valence electron triple-decker complexes of tungsten bearing a planar and puckered middle deck have 
been synthesized and structurally characterized (see picture). 

 

 




